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1. BEGINNING 

First of all, thanks for buying PolarFIS, throughout this manual we are going to explain how to install 

your new PolarFIS.  

 

For the installation of your PolarFIS you will need the following tools: 

 

- Blade screwdriver. 

- Torx Wrench T20. 

- Plastic bridles to hold PolarFIS box. 

- Diagnosis software: Vag-com or similar. 

 

IMPORTANT NOTE: 

Because during the PolarFIS installation some elements of the vehicle, like the lighting system control 

and the Gateway must be disconnected, it is advised to disconnect the battery before coming to the 

installation. 
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2. DISASSEMBLING 

For the installation of your PolarFIS, we leave hear some indicatives photos. It is very easy and 

particularly in this model you will have to use your Torx screwdriver. 

In order to have a better access to the work zone, we will have to remove the inferior cover of the 

steering wheel which is in the pedal zone. (see the image below). 

 

 

 

 

 

This cover has two Torx screws, and it falls throwing towards underneath. 
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Once the inferior cover is removed, we will have to locate the connection of the Gateway for 

“bypassing it” with PolarFIS. (see further on). 
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3. HOW TO CONNECT POLARFIS 

IMPORTANT NOTE: 

Before coming to connect PolarFIS, it is advised to disconnect the battery of the vehicle or in lack of 

that, to remove the contact of the vehicle since the Gateway is the central unit that interconnects all the 

electronic modules of the vehicle. 

 

 

 

Now we must connect the Gateway connection to PolarFIS, and after then, PolarFIS to the Gateway of 

the car, therefore to make a “bridge”. The way in which we connect it is not important since the 

application works in both senses. A white connector will be free, that is not important since it is for 

future updates. 
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As you can see in the photography, PolarFIS has 2 connectors, you must connect the connector which 

you just extract from the Gateway in one of the free PolarFIS connectors (either of them is valid), next, 

you must connect one of the ends of the cable to the connector that is free in your PolarFIS and the 

other end must be connected to the Gateway. 

 

 

 

You have already connected your PolarFIS, now you will have to fix it with the aid of plastic bridles. 

 

IMPORTANT NOTE: 

Make sure that the connectors are perfectly fitted, once you have connected your PolarFIS 
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There is a support for the brake pedal which fits perfectly. In order to fix it, we recommend to use a 

double slide tape and a pair of bridles (quite long), we leave below a photo with PolarFIS already 

installed. 
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4. FINISHING THE INSTALLATION 

Before returning to place the equipped ones, connect the battery of the vehicle and puts the contact to 

verify that you have a new menu called PolarFIS within the Fis screen of your vehicle. If you are not 

able to accede to the screen, it is probably that one of the connector is  loose or wrong placed, you 

must verify again that everything is correctly connected. 

Once you have made this verification, remove the contact of the vehicle and proceed to mount all 

disassembled pieces again, following the same steps but the other way round. 

When you have finished to mount all the pieces, use a diagnosis software as for example Vag-com or 

another similar and follow the following steps: 

 Connect with the 19-Gateway control module. 

 Within this module, access to Installation list . 

 Mark the module [75] Telematiks. 

Finally, make an Auto-Scan or review the rest of modules of your vehicle in order to erase the errors 

that have been generated because of disconnecting the battery and remove the connector of the 

vehicle Gateway. 

 

IMPORTANT NOTE: 

You should take into account that after disconnecting the battery of your vehicle, perhaps the memory 

of some accessories is loosened, as for example the windows or the limits of the power-assisted 

steering.  

In the case of the windows, you will have to put each window down until the end, and later you must 

put it up again so that the ECU of the door memorise all the possible positions. This process must be 

done in each window of the vehicle. 

In the case of the power-assisted steering, if failure lights are on, you may do the following: 

With the car stopped, slowly turn the steering wheel until the left limit and keep it only few seconds. 

Secondly, turn it again until the right limit and keep it because later you have to turn again the steering 

wheel until its central position. Finally, drive some meters with the steering wheel totally straight and 

the failure lights of power-assisted steering will disappear. Now you can erase the errors with the Vag-

com and the process will end. 

 

From that moment on, the process of PolarFIS installation will have finished, if you have any doubt or 

problem during the installation, don not hesitate to consult us about your problem. You can access our 

tickets systems https://www.autopolar.net/tickets/ and your doubt will be solved as soon as possible. 
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